
Little things add up to defeat

The Byki remained winless after two matches when a pair
of late goals from SC Krajina-Chicago lifted the NSL
newcomers to a 3:2 victory at The Odeum last Friday. Critical
errors at the most inopportune moments, coupled with a lack
of incisive finishing, resulted in a frustrated locker room
following the final whistle.

“I thought we played better tonight than last week,”
commented coach George Gorecki. “But our opponent tonight
was quite a bit weaker. Everyone felt that we should have
come away with a lot more than we did.”

The match was played on the cramped upper field at The
Odeum, and the usual breakneck pace of the NSL’s 1st
Division was even more hectic, as spaces closed very rapidly.
Ball movement by the Byki showed significant improvement,
but patience on the attack still needs to get better.

That lack of patience was nowhere more evident than
during a Byki power play late in the first half. Rather than
move the ball around with one and two touches so that space
could be created within the Krajina defense, the Byki instead
appeared intent on going for the jugular at every opportunity.
Krajina parlayed that impatience into a counterattack that got
stuck in the corner. But the Byki attempts to control the ball
were feeble and Krajina squeezed a pass into the middle of
the box, where a player tapped the ball home past goalie Ray
Najera with 2:10 left.

The Byki responded during the same power play, just 0:35
later. Marek Ciszewski bagged his second tally of the season
when he gained control in the corner and fired a low shot
past the keeper. “I just closed my eyes and there it was,”
explained Ciszewski. As the club’s all-time leading scorer,
he’s likely had a few goals like that one.

Momentum was entirely with the Byki to start the second
half. Only seconds after the kickoff, Ciszewski lofted a long
pass from midfield into the left corner for striker Miles
Marmo. After turning his defender inside out, Marmo cut to
the inside and was denied by a miraculous block by the
goalkeeper.

Just a couple of minutes later, midfielder Mclain Roth
came in alone on a run from the halfway line. After juking
the last defender, he only had the keeper to beat. The keeper,
however, was equal to the task, stoning Roth just as he entered
the Krajina box.

With 15:22 left in the match, the Byki botched a 3 v 2
counterattack and the resourceful Mike Stamatinos refused
to give up on the play. He won the ball in the deep right
corner and fired into the middle. The ball lightly dinged off
of a Krajina player, past the goalkeeper, who was rooted on
his line.

At 2:1, this was the time to put the game under control.
The Byki conjured three good scoring chances over the next
five minutes, but no goals resulted. “We had Krajina reeling
after having taken the lead,” said Gorecki. “Putting away
even of one those situations would have put them in chase
mode.”

Marmo was poised to finish off a counterattacking
opportunity with 14:29 left. The keeper dove full stretch to
block Marmo’s blast from the right wing.

Najera heaved a long throw to Roth at midfield with 9:37
to go. Roth flicked the ball into space to self-ignite a
breakaway. He faked the keeper to the turf and tried to twist
a shot into the empty net. The ball hit off of the back boards,
right to Roth, whose off-balance shot ricocheted off of the
glass. Krajina then desperately cleared the ball away.

The game went topsy-turvy with 6:47 to go. A long shot
by Krajina deflected off of a Byki player in the box. With
Krajina players calling for a handball, the referee closest to
the play indicated that no foul had occurred. His partner,
however, stepped in and pointed to the spot. The officials
messed things up further when they did not send the offending
Byki player to the penalty box. That became important
moments later when Najera stuck out a leg to save the penalty
kick. The referees’ errors wiped out a Krajina power play.

Krajina, however, got their man-advantage situation with
4:49 left, after Stamatinos was sent to the sin bin following
a hard slide tackle. The Byki experienced a brain cramp at
the worst possible moment just 0:38 later, when Krajina were
given a free kick at the arc in front of the Byki goal. The
Byki failed to mark a player standing right in front of Najera
and he put away the simple pass from the restart to make it
2:2.

The game slipped out of reach with 2:35 to go when Roth
got caught in possession in front of his own box. A Krajina
player stole the ball and fired past Najera for the game-winner.
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The fast pace of the indoor game forces quick decisions.
The Byki have to be smarter and show better communication
at both ends of the field.

BYKI LINEUP (2-2-1): Najera – Stamatinos (c), Ciszewski – B. Rodriguez,
Roth –Marmo. Bench: C. Rodriguez, J. Rodriguez, Zudic.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
1:1 – Ciszewski 2 (pp); 17:25.
2:1 – Stamatinos 1; 22:38.

Byki Man of the Match: Ben Rodriguez.

No-subs Rangers shock Byki

What should have been an easy task became an incredible
muddle for the Over 30 Team. After needing barely a minute
to take the lead versus Chicago Rangers last Friday, the Byki
attack got bogged down with holding the ball too long as the
game wore on, and the opportunistic Rangers used some
timely finishing to earn a 3:1 victory.

It’s hard to tell whether the Byki became overconfident
when they saw an empty Rangers bench, or whether the lack
of smart soccer and poor finishing did them in. Striker Maciek
Kekus took full advantage of Rangers confusion in their
defensive end when he pounced on a loose ball and blasted
a rocket from the defensive line after 1:01 had elapsed. That
should have been a springboard to bury the Rangers.

Instead, it was the Rangers who responded with three
goals before the break. Playing without substitutes hardly
seemed to faze them, as they patiently sought opportunities
to exploit the Byki defense. When they did, their finishing
was spot-on.

The Rangers leveled the score at the 5:42 mark when the
Byki foolishly made a substitution in their defense while the
Rangers counterattacked. The resulting breakaway from
midfield left goalkeeper Ray Najera stranded. He deflected
the initial shot by sticking out his leg, but he had no help on
the rebound.

Kekus made a bid for his second tally of the might with
9:01 to go in the half. He controlled a loose at the top of the
box and tried to slide the ball through the five-hole, but the
goalie closed his legs in time.

With 5:55 left, Sam Ramirez drilled a shot from the left
side. The keeper did well to parry that attempt, and then
stoned Marek Ciszewski on the put-back attempt.

Slack marking from the Byki was a factor in the second
goal for the Rangers. A player was given time and space on
the right flank and he launched a long-distance drive that
caught the inside of the far post.

Things unraveled with 0:52 left in the half when Mike
Stamatinos shoved a Rangers player in the Byki penalty area,
prompting the referee to award a penalty. The Rangers player
delivered and the bewildered Byki were staring at a 3:1 deficit
going into halftime.

The Byki should have turned the second half into a passing
clinic to wear down the Rangers. Instead, they looked like
an out-of-sync recreational team, with players holding the
ball too long and overstaying their shifts, thereby negating
the advantage in depth that the Byki had over the Rangers.

The Rangers were smart enough to realize that they could
make their two-goal lead stand up by keeping things simple.
They rarely ventured forward in the second half, and quickly
learned that the Byki would just give the ball away if they
waited long enough. By keeping five men behind the ball
consistently, the Rangers made it difficult for the Byki to
create any openings. The Byki also made it difficult for
themselves to create openings because of their incessant
dribbling.

At a time when the Byki should have been running the
Rangers into the ground, they created just one genuine scoring
chance in the second half, when Stamatinos led a counter
and found Chris Hurley open in the left corner. Hurley made
the best of a tough shot, forcing the keeper to knock the ball
clear.

The outcome was a frustrating contrast to the crisp ball
movement displayed by the Byki in their Week 1 victory over
Romania. The Byki clearly showed that they had the smarts
to make the ball do the work; why they left their smarts at
home versus the Rangers is a maddening question for which
they had better find answers quickly.

BYKI LINEUP (2-2-1): Najera – Stamatinos, Hurley – Melendez, Ramirez
– Kekus. Bench: Champagne, Ciszewski, Hallen, Jedrzejowski.

BYKI SCORING SUMMARY
1:0 – Kekus 2; 1:01.

Byki Man of the Match: Maciek Kekus
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GP W D L GF GA Pts

RWB Adria 1 1 0 0 6 3 3

Chicago Rangers FC 1 1 0 0 3 1 3

Torino FC 2 1 0 1 9 9 3

Stare Byki FC 2 1 0 1 5 6 3

Romania SC 2 0 1 1 7 8 1

Levski Chicago 2014 2 0 1 1 7 10 1
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MAJOR DIVISION

Red Section GP W D L GF GA Pts Blue Section GP W D L GF GA Pts

Albanian Stars 2 2 0 0 9 4 6 Chicago Stars 2 1 1 0 8 7 4

Bosnia i Hercegovina 1 1 0 0 3 2 3 RWB Adria 1 1 0 0 9 3 3

Tricycles SC A 2 1 0 1 4 5 3 Chicago Fire U-23 2 1 0 1 7 4 3

AAC Winged Bull 2 1 0 1 7 11 3 Berber Stars 2 1 0 1 5 5 3

CKS Warta A 2 0 1 1 5 6 1 SAC Wisla A 2 0 0 2 5 8 0

Lancer SC 2 0 0 2 3 10 0

FIRST DIVISION

Red Section GP W D L GF GA Pts Blue Section GP W D L GF GA Pts

Jagiellonia Chicago 2 2 0 0 18 3 6 Dabrovia 2 2 0 0 15 2 6

CKS Warta B 2 2 0 0 9 6 6 FC Tryzub 2 2 0 0 12 6 6

HNK Primorac 2 2 0 0 6 3 6 Gremio FC 2 2 0 0 10 5 6

Wisloka Chicago 2 1 1 0 11 9 4 Stal Mielec 2 2 0 0 10 6 6

SC Krajina-Chicago 2 1 1 0 8 7 4 Olympiacos Chicago 2 2 0 0 6 4 6

SAC Wisla B 2 1 0 1 12 4 3 Albania FC 2 1 0 1 9 5 3

FC Kosova 2 1 0 1 8 6 3 Chicago Dynasty FC 2 1 0 1 6 9 3

Bosnia United 2 1 0 1 3 10 3 Los Chasquis 2 0 0 2 7 9 0

Assyrian FC 2 0 0 2 5 9 0 Chicago Blast U-18 2 0 0 2 5 7 0

Stare Byki FC 2 0 0 2 4 8 0 ANCI Niniveh FC 2 0 0 2 3 6 0

Tricycles SC B 2 0 0 2 3 12 0 FC Goon Squad 2 0 0 2 6 13 0

Chicago Inter Yellow 2 0 0 2 3 13 0 Chicago Inter Blue 2 0 0 2 1 18 0


